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CAT Coalition – Infrastructure-Industry Working Group 
March 25, 2021 Meeting Summary

 

Action Items: 

• Review and provide feedback on draft of Primer of Terms resource. 

• John Corbin will follow up with Tracy and Ed for the next agenda to continue the conversation about 
digital infrastructure. Please do include my reference to the discussion of digital infrastructure with 
Tracy and Ed.  It is appropriate and will be valuable for the broader audience to be reminded of the 
digital infrastructure topic, as well as my intent to maintain coordination with the Working Group on 
this topic through its co-chairs. 

• Jeremy will send meeting invites for upcoming meetings. 
 

Notes: 
Opening  
• Tracy and Ed introduced themselves as co-chairs of this working group. Tracy introduced her new 

position at ITS America. 

• The role of this group is to: 1) support pre-competitive industry research that will advance 
infrastructure development and maintenance; 2) Connect IOOs with industry; 3) Support the natural 
evolution of infrastructure to accelerate CAVs; and 4) Clarify terms, definitions and target audiences. 

• Ed provided a brief recap of the previous working group meeting, which featured presentations 
from EasyMile by Lauren Isaac and Honda by Sue Bai on their perspectives on AV deployment. 
 

I-I WG Work Plan Activity: Primer of Terms 
Ed provided background on this resource, noting that he had compiled a list of CAT acronyms over the 
years that has been used as the starting point for this resource. He acknowledged this resource is 
intended to help bridge the gap between IOOs and OEMs by creating a common understanding of 
frequently used terms, which sometimes differ between the two stakeholder communities. The “origin” 
for terms as used by USDOT, IOOs, OEMs, etc. are designated where possible to provide some 
background as to what users initiated the term; however this is a challenge in cases where terms have 
been in use for many years and adopted by all stakeholders. This resource will hopefully fill a need to 
help decision makers involved in funding to make good decisions and assist in communications .  
 
Jeremy emphasized that the definitions in this resource are not intended as a preferred definition or to 
be exclusive of variations or interpretations used by other organization, nor as an authoritative source 
or endorsement, but as an introduction and reference. Moreover, definitions are intended to serve as a 
starting point for practitioners to have a common understanding of terms. Jeremy described how 
definitions sourced from formal sources where possible, like USDOT, the CV Pooled Fund Study Glossary 
of Terms, and SAE.  
 
Jeremy will be distributing this resource to WG members in April for review. The request is that WG 

members not focus on wordsmithing individual definitions, but address the following questions:  

- Are there terms that are missing that should be included? 
- Are there terms that should be removed? 
- Is there a definitive resource that should be used as a reference? 

 
KPMG’s AV Readiness Index  
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Ted Hamer provided an overview of the AV Readiness Index (AVRI). He noted how crashes are up during 
the pandemic, even though people driving less, and how the convergence of MaaS, MOD, shared use, 
electrification, and other things are huge factors in AV deployment. The AVRI includes 30 countries, and 
four pillars of 28 variables: policy and legislation; technology and innovation; infrastructure; and 
consumer acceptance. Ted noted that AVRI added 5 countries in 2020 to expand to a total of 30 
countries.  
Ted spent time focusing on the rankings, including the top-ranked countries and how they perform in 
various categories. Singapore was ranked at the top of the AVRI, following massive investments in 
infrastructure and is positioning itself to drive the automation and mobility. The Netherlands has 
massive adoption of infrastructure and set of laws, with close proximity to technologies. A significant 
amount of testing is taking place in Norway and quite a few demonstrations are taking place in winter 
weather conditions. Singapore ranks first in policy & legislation and consumer acceptance categories.  
 
The Netherlands is second overall and ranked first in infrastructure, leading on EV charging stations per 
capita and second only to Singapore on road quality. This ranking is driven by technology & innovation, 
infrastructure, and consumer acceptance. The influence of electrification as it relates to AVs helps to 
indicate a level of preparedness, as the index assumes that AVs will be electric. The US has reached 2.8% 
of new registrations being EVs in December 2020. Tesla has demonstrated their influence as a proven 
player in self-driving and electric vehicles in the US.  
 
The US is ranked fourth overall, scoring relatively high in policy & legislation and is practically at the top 
with Israel in technology & innovation. The US is brought down in rank by infrastructure, as 4G 
coverage, broadband, and EV charging have a ways to go. The new infrastructure bill may include items 
that would help lift this score, e.g. EV charging. Consumer acceptance going up based on demos 
happening all around the country. Finland has the highest online ride-hailing market penetration. 
Helsinki initiatives drive what is happening in the rest of the country.  
 
There has been a lot of legislation to accommodate AVs. Some of this is happening in the US on a state-
by-state basis. A lot of work remains regarding data. KPMG is working to understand where AVs will be 
most impactful. Additionally, Ted noted that a lot of work is happening on the city level; for example, 
Detroit has a confluence of CAVNUE and the public sector. This exemplifies how the government and 
private sector working together is a key strength that drives innovation in US. Ted believes the future of 
AVs and shared use mobility will continue to converge. Additionally, Ted observed that in 2017 there 
was significant optimism about AVs coming online “in the next 10 years”, and the answer remains the 
same now in 2021. There are a lot of complexities in this sector. Equity will also be very important in this 
conversation moving forward. 
 
Tracy asked how the type of government was considered in the AVRI (e.g., Singapore is a 
city/state/country all in one with a major focus on AVs being used for transit vs. the United States being 
a lot larger and more variety). Ted said this is a factor and a composite index is used to look at 
government planning, the rule of law resources, and etc. A follow up question was asked about how 
these rankings fair when looking at deployment: if infrastructure readiness and ability to advance 
operations in the ranking is emphasized, how would that affect the ranking? Ted said the AVRI looks at 
rankings from various forums, and he encouraged everyone to look at the updated AVRI and make 
suggestions for additional items to include in methodology. Ted noted that each metric is scrutinized 
every year and feedback is welcomed on new items to include. 
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Ted explained that “smart road furniture” includes dynamic bus shelters that allow for integration with 
arrival times of buses being updated in real time. 
 
The AVRI report can be accessed at: https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2020/06/autonomous-
vehicles-readiness-index.html. 
 
Update on Physical Infrastructure Enhancements to Support AV Deployment 
Paul Carlson described the approach to the AV Infrastructure project. He recommended anyone who 
wants more details to listen to recordings of the three webinars conducted in October 2020, which can 
be accessed at: 

AV Impacts Webinar 1: Traffic Control Devices (October 9, 2020) 
AV Impacts Webinar 2: Physical Infrastructure and Operations (October 16, 2020) 
AV Impacts Webinar 3: Agency Readiness (October 23, 2020) 

 
Paul said the research team discovered through interviews that there are two paths to the Level 4 and 5 
automation: the path taken by traditional OEMs with their Level 2+ vehicles (evolutionary), and the 
other developers like Waymo and Lyft who are working to get to Level 4 and 5 very quickly to disrupt 
the vehicle space (revolutionary). Both of these paths were covered in this effort. The needs from the 
infrastructure perspective are quite different, depending on which path is the focus.  
 
Paul showed that despite the extensive growth of Level 3+ vehicles in the next 10 years, the majority of 
vehicles in the US will be ADAS-equipped Level 2-capable vehicles. He noted that by the end of 2022, 
99% of light vehicles sold in the US will have camera and/or radar-based systems, i.e. “Level 2 capable. 
Paul reviewed findings of traffic control devices, specifically pavement markings and signage, and the 
work to understand more specific needs of “better markings” that have been heard from industry. 
Regarding pavements, bridges, and operations, he noted that some believe early AV deployment may 
lead to increased congestion, requiring increased role of TSMO. There are challenges with AVs 
understanding digital signage based on the type of in-vehicle camera that is used. Finally, there were 
findings on agency readiness based on concerns heard from state DOTs, such as the need for more 
guidance and standards, more funding, and better understanding on what is needed, when, and how to 
maximize the return on investment. 
 
Despite the unknowns, agencies are already doing a lot to prepare for AVs. Specific examples included 
upgrading pavement markings, initiating internal task forces, supporting legislation, and engaging OEMs. 
A number of agencies acknowledged that they were observing the trends and what others were doing, 
but not yet prepared to allocate resources to change their practices until there was more certainty. 
 
Paul also described the changes in the proposed 11th edition of the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control 
Devices (MUTCD). The last major update was in 2009, and this new edition intends to incorporate 
preparedness for AVs. There are a significant number of changes, including a new chapter on AVs with 
all new material. FHWA describes this chapter as a reference for agencies to start to consider about 
preparing their roadways for AVs via infrastructure enhancements. This chapter includes section on the 
purpose, an overview of connected and automated vehicles, definitions and terms that reference SAE 
J3016 to define the levels of automation, and the final section includes general design and use 
considerations that is largely repetitive from other parts of the manual. Part 5B include items “agencies 
should consider” regarding signs, markings, highway traffic signals, temporary traffic control, railroad 
crossings, and bicycle facilities. Paul included example considerations for each of these categories. Paul 

https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2020/06/autonomous-vehicles-readiness-index.html
https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2020/06/autonomous-vehicles-readiness-index.html
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/EhohCM8XZwuqyRqyFwXuP8?domain=gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/NSs-CNkGOLf0qE0qs4yhV-?domain=gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/CGYoCOYGgMSpL0pLskJ-5L?domain=gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com
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noted that the comment period on this is open until May 14 for anyone interested in providing 
feedback. 
 
Paul expanded on the role of TSMO, noting the digital piece is outside of the AV Infrastructure project, 
but many in industry encouraged increased data sharing and standardization to facilitate data sharing. 
There is progress being made in this area, such as the USDOT Work Zone Data Exchange (WZDx), but 
many in the industry are looking for more information, such as a dynamic map with specific instructions 
on lane use.  
 
Q&A 

• Tracy asked if data protocols in other countries are more established, and whether industry has 
articulated specific requests for type of data they would like to receive. Paul noted that data and 
digital infrastructure was outside the scope of the project. Ted noted other countries being more 
proactive on data standardization – type, format, and platform for available data. There is a lot of 
unknowns about what OEMs seem to request. AVs in an urban environment may be more 
challenging, and data exchanges can make this a less challenging task. Some are taking a “build it 
and they will come” approach, but there are many unknowns. The UK is very focused on data 
standardization, as one example.  

• Another question asked if AVs are giving information back to infrastructure? Paul noted that one 
view of data exchange is one-way sharing of data, e.g. the WZDx or other information from IOOs. 
Paul does not see a lot of two-way communications, but things are changing really quickly and at 
least one effort at FHWA being led by John Corbin is underway to explore this topic: what 
information from AVs would the DOT find useful? Could it be used in planning? Could it reduce costs 
by being a surrogate for other data that would otherwise be collected? How do we make two-way 
data exchange a win-win situation. Ted noted that work zone data is of interest for AVs, or any time 
the road condition is changing: weather conditions, work zones.  

• A question was asked to clarify about stop signs at the freeway nose – there are 13 locations on the 
interstate system where a stop sign appears to be on the nose of the freeway ramp, this is an 
example where the human would be able to discern the intent of the stop sign, but the AV requires 
special programming to understand that is a special situation.  

• Ted Bailey noted the emphasis in Washington State to keep AV testing on levels 4/5 since this is 
where the driver is not in control.  

• Daniella asked about insights about motivating the private sector to engage in data sharing models 
or monetizing infrastructure data. Ted Hamer noted the layers of agreements within the private 
sector that makes it challenging for an OEM to share the data in an exchange. This is very situational 
with unknown variables. There are some leads in this sector that can lead to innovation. Ted would 
not encourage agencies to dictate the terms for data sharing, but consider what would make it 
easier for AVs to share the data and lower their costs. Ultimately, this is an open-ended question in 
the field. John Corbin will follow up with Tracy and Ed for the next agenda to continue the 
conversation about digital infrastructure. 

 
Next WG meetings and Adjourn 
The next meetings for this working group are tentatively scheduled for:  

• Thursday, May 27, 1:30-3:00 pm ET  

• Thursday, July 29, 1:30-3:00 pm ET 
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• Thursday, September 30, 1:30-3:00 pm ET 

• Thursday, November 18, 1:30-3:00 pm ET 
 

Registered Attendees: 
1. Tracy  Larkin Thomason (Chair) tlarkin@itsa.org 
2. Ed  Bradley (Co-Chair) ed.bradley@toyota.com 
3. Adam Shell adam.shell@iowadot.us 
4. Alexander Wassman alexander.wassman@modot.mo.gov 
5. Amanda Hamm amanda.hamm@vdot.virginia.gov 
6. Andrea Eales aeales@apwa.net 
7. Anne Reshadi anne.reshadi@dot.wi.gov 
8. Ashley Nylen ashley.nylen@state.co.us 
9. Beverly West Beverly.west@txdot.gov 
10. Brian Simi brian.simi@dot.ca.gov 
11. Carole Delion cdelion@mdot.maryland.gov 
12. Chris Nowak chris.nowak@tc.gc.ca 
13. Christos Xenophontos christos.xenophontos@dot.ri.gov 
14. Craig Hinners craig.hinners@intsignia.com 
15. Daniel Halsted HalstedDB@scdot.org 
16. Daniela Bremmer bremmed@wsdot.wa.gov 
17. Dave Huft dave.huft@state.sd.us 
18. Dean Deeter deeter@acconsultants.org 
19. Donna Clark donna.clark@atssa.com 
20. Doug Gettman doug.gettman@kimley-horn.com 
21. Edward Straub edward.straub@sae.org 
22. Emily Brown emily.brown@cfxway.com 
23. Galen McGill galen.e.mcgill@odot.state.or.us 
24. Ginna Reeder vreeder@tetcoalition.org 
25. Greg Leeming GREG.P.LEEMING@INTEL.COM 
26. Gummada Murthy Gmurthy@aashto.org 
27. Jack Pokrzywa jack.pokrzywa@sae.org 
28. James Gray James.Gray@dot.gov 
29. James Kuhr james.kuhr@txdot.gov 
30. Jana Wagner jana@regulus.com 
31. Jason Hargrove jason.hargrove@us.panasonic.com 
32. Jeffrey Wishart jwishart@exponent.com 
33. Jeremy Schroeder schroeder@acconsultants.org 
34. Jianming Ma jianming.ma@txdot.gov 
35. Jim Trogdon Jim.trogdon@sas.com 
36. John Hibbard jhibbard@dot.ga.gov 
37. John Roberts jroberts@azdot.gov 
38. John Corbin John.corbin@dot.gov 
39. Katy Salamati katy.salamati@sas.com 
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40. Keith Wilson keith.wilson@sae.org 
41. Kelly Bartlett bartlettk@michigan.gov 
42. Ken Moshi ken.moshi@tc.gc.ca 
43. Kevin Tobias kevtobias@pa.gov 
44. King Gee KGEE@AASHTO.ORG 
45. Kyle Garrett kyle.garrett@synesis-partners.com 
46. Marisa Walker marisaw@azcommerce.com 
47. Michael Kronzer michael.kronzer@state.mn.us 
48 Michael Schagrin mike.schagrin40@gmail.com 
49. Nagham Matout nagham.matout@atssa.com 
50. Nick Hegemier Nick.hegemier@drive.Ohio.gov 
51. Nicole Jolley nicole.jolley@us.panasonic.com 
52. Patrick Zelinski pzelinski@aashto.org 
53. Paul Carlson PCarlson@roadinfrastructure.com 
54. Raj Ponnaluri raj.ponnaluri@dot.state.fl.us 
55. Ray Murphy ray.murphy@dot.gov 
56. Ray Derr rderr@nas.edu 
57. Richard Bishop richard@richardbishopconsulting.com 
58. Richie Beyer wrbechd@elmoreco.org 
59. Roger Berg roger.berg@na.denso.com 
60. Ryan Rice rrice@gfnet.com 
61. Sam So sam.so@na.denso.com 
62. Scott Belcher scottfbelcher@gmail.com 
63. Shailen Bhatt sbhatt@itsa.org 
64. Shane McKenzie shane.mckenzie@ky.gov 
65. Slade Engstrom sgengstrom@transystems.com 
66. Ted Bailey baileyte@wsdot.wa.gov 
67. Ted Hamer thamer@kpmg.com 
68. Thomas Kern tkern@transportationops.org 
69. Val Rader val.rader@alaska.gov 
70. Yvette Flores yvette.e.flores@txdot.gov 
71. Zeke Reyna zeke.reyna@txdot.gov 
    

 
 


